ANITA 811

British made

it's mathemagical

The NEW POCKET GENIUS joins Britain's most popular calculator range

Now is the time for you to become a member of the Anita Business Circle and join the 100,000 already satisfied users of Anita products.
ANITA 811 6 oz of calculating power

Inbuilt features offer instant solutions to everyone's figurework problems.

The new benefits of automatic accumulating memory and percentage key are only two of the many facilities of this simple unit.

ANITA 811 The new pocket genius joins Britain's most popular calculator range.

See what Anita 811 offers:
- Four operations: add, subtract, multiply, divide
- Eight digit capacity
- Full floating decimal point or selectable 5/4 rounding to two decimal places
- Automatic accumulating memory
- Constant calculations
- Automatic percentage (includes % increase/decrease)
- Repeated operations
- Chain calculations
- Pro-rating
- Squaring and cubing
- Automatic minus sign
- Error correction key
- Automatic clear
- Leading zero suppression

Display Package includes:
- Elegant Wallet
- Operating Instructions
- Disposable Batteries

Optional Extra:
- An adaptor for mains operation or to recharge chargeable batteries is available.

SUMLOCK COMPTOMETER LTD
HEAD OFFICE: ANITA HOUSE, ROCKINGHAM ROAD,
UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX. TEL: UXBRIDGE 51522.
U.K. RETAIL SALES, WESTCHESTER HOUSE,
HARLANDS RD, HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX RH16 1TF.
TELEPHONE: HAYWARDS HEATH 51041

ANITA 811 is guaranteed for Twelve Months and is backed by Sumlock Comptometer specialist sales and service.